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Abstract - Latest trend in the development high rise structure 
demanding taller and lighter structures, which are progressively 
adaptable with very low damping ratio. As the structures 
developing vertically, they are ending up all the more affecting by 
powerful excitation forces, for example, wind and seismic forces. 
For the more safety of structure and inhabitant's solace, the 
vibrations of the tall structures become a major issue for both 
structural designers. So as to control the vibration, various 
methodologies are proposed out of the few systems accessible for 
vibration control. Out of numerous methods, TMD has been 
observed to be increasingly powerful in controlling the dynamic 
forces caused due to seismic and wind excitations. In this paper, 
the adequacy of TMD in controlling the dynamic reaction of 
structures and the impact of different ground movement 
parameters on the seismic viability of TMD is researched. 

Essentially, a TMD is a vibratory subsystem appended to 
a bigger scale host structure so as to lessen the dynamic reactions. 
The frequency of damper will tuned to essential structure's 
frequency, so when frequency is high, the damper will results to 
resonate out of phase along with structural movement. The 
objective of this work is to study the impact of TMD on the 
dynamic forces brought about by seismic tremor and wind 
excitations in standard just as unpredictable in tall RC building 
structures. For that three 22 story RC building structures are 
considered with a similar arrangement out of which one ordinary 
regular structure and the other two are irregular RC structures 
are demonstrated in Etabs. In irregular RC structures, Stiffness 
irregularity and torsional irregularity are considered.  

For assessing seismic and wind reactions of structures, 
time history analysis, and static analysis used, with and without 
the tuned mass damper in ETABS. The outcomes acquired from 
the investigation of three 22 story RC structures with and without 
tuned mass damper are compared. 
Keywords: Tuned Mass Damper, Dynamic Responses, Time 
history Analysis, Etabs 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the fast economic and infrastructural development, 
common structures, for example, elevated structures, towers, 
and long-span bridges are planned with an extra adaptability, 
which lead to susceptibility to dynamic excitation. In this way, 
these adaptable structures are vulnerable to endure abnormal 
amounts of vibration under the activities of wind or tremor. 
The behavior of a structure during tremors depends 
fundamentally on its general shape, size and geometry, 
alongside the how quake powers are shaking the ground. 
Structures comprising of asymmetric dispersion of strength, 
stiffness and mass endure serious harm during quakes. 
In the modern era of tall building structures, a large portion of 
the structures are engaged with architectural importance and it 
is profoundly difficult to design with ordinary shapes. These 
irregularities are in charge collapse of buildings under the 
activity of dynamic responses. Thus, enough research is 
required to accomplish extreme execution even with a poor 
setup. In the modern era of tall building structures, a large 
portion of the structures are engaged with architectural 
importance and it is profoundly difficult to design with 
ordinary shapes. These irregularities are causes structural 
collapse under the activity of dynamic responses. Thus, 
enough research is required to accomplish extreme execution 
even with a poor setup. More often than not these structures 
are having low natural damping. So to increment in damping 
limit of structural systems, or by considering the other 
mechanical devices to expand the damping limit of the 
structures is normal in the new trend of tall structures. In any 
case, it ought to be made with a legitimate routine practice to 
plan the damping limit into a structural system while 
designing the basic systems. 
There are numerous strategies which have been utilized to 
control structural vibration and many other techniques 
proposed which are offering the possibility of improvement in 
the effectiveness of structures. The selection of a specific sort 
of vibration control system is governed by various 
components which incorporate efficiency, compactness and 
weight, capital cost, operating cost, maintenance 
requirements and safety. The tuned mass dampers (TMD) 
have been broadly utilizing the vibration control in basic 
designing. As of late, TMD system is getting to be prominent 
to decrease in vibrations of tall structures and other civil 
structures. The frequency of damper is tuned to essential 
structure's frequency so that at whatever point that frequency 
got energized, the damper will 
resonate out of phase with the 
structural deflection. 
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Abstract - Due to scarcity of plain ground rapid construction is taking place in hilly areas i.e., on sloping ground. 
Earthquake is such an unpredictable calamity that it is very necessary for survival to ensure the strength of the structure 
against seismic forces. Therefore there is continuous research work is going on around the globe, revolving around 
development of new and better techniques that can be incorporated in structures for better seismic performance. Obviously, 
buildings designed with special techniques to resist damages during seismic activity have much higher cost of construction 
than normal buildings, but for safety against failures under seismic forces it is a prerequisite.  
 
                RCC structures are considered in seismic areas that may be main targets of seismic activities. Due to such conditions 
now a days there is a heavy demand of earthquake resisting RCC structural design. Not only seismic activities but also due to 
accidental failures, structure can fail. To analyse RCC structure for earthquake zone, we have to make model using ETABS 
software which can resist all types of loading such as dead load, live load, seismic load using IS 1893. 
 
               In this study Low rise (G+5), Mid rise (G+10) and High rise (G+15) storey structures will be analysed by using 
Equivalent static method, Response spectrum method and Time history methods of analysis in ETABS. This structure placed on 
Plain ground as well as on sloping ground. These structures placed on different angles of sloping ground. After analysing 
models in ETABS the results for Storey displacement, Base shear, Storey drift, Time period and Modal participating factors are 
then obtained. After observing this result some conclusions are made. 

 
Key Words:  Sloping ground, Response spectrum method, Time history method, Base shear, Storey drift. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Earthquake has always been a threat to human civilization from the day of its existence, devastating human lives, property 
and man-made structures. The very recent earthquake that we faced in our neighbouring country Nepal has again shown 
nature’s fury, causing such a massive destruction to the country and its people.  
Earthquake causes random ground motions, in all possible directions emanating from the epicentre. Vertical ground 
motions are rare, but an earthquake is always accompanied with horizontal ground shaking. The ground vibration causes 
the structures resting on the ground to vibrate, developing inertial forces in the structure. As the earthquake changes 
directions, it can cause reversal of stresses in the structural components, that is, tension may change to compression and 
compression may change to tension. Earthquake can cause generation of high stresses, which can lead to yielding of 
structures and large deformations, rendering the structure non-functional and unserviceable. There can be large storey 
drift in the building, making the building unsafe for the occupants to continue living there. 
 

1.1 Seismic Performance of Structure 

Seismic performance defines a structure’s ability to sustain its due functions, like its safety and usefulness, at and once a 
specific earthquake exposure. A structure is, commonly thought of safe if it doesn't endanger the lives and well-being of 
these in or around it by partly or fully collapsing. A structure may be considered serviceable if is able to fulfil its 
operational function for which it was designed. 

1.2 Seismic Behaviour of RCC Structure 

In recent times, ferroconcrete buildings became common in Republic of India, particularly in towns and cities. Reinforced 
concrete (or merely RC) consists of 2 primary materials, particularly concrete with reinforcing steel bars. Concrete is 
formed of sand, crushed stone (called aggregates) and cement, all mixed with pre-determined amount of water. Concrete 
can be moulded into any desired shape, and steel bars can be bent into many shapes. Thus, structures of complicated 
shapes area unit doable with RC. 
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Abstract - In recent years, the deficit of the plain ground to 
build commercial or residential structure in faster developing 
cities. Subsequently, construction of structure on hilly regions 
is increased day by day. Due to sloping profile, the various 
levels of such structures step back towards the hill slope and 
may also have setback at the same time. One of setback known 
as Progressive Collapse. Progressive collapse occurs when a 
structure undergoes a primary structural element fails, 
resulting in the failure of adjoining structural elements which 
in turns causes overall structural failure. A structure 
experiences progressive collapse when a primary structural 
member (generally column) fails due to explosion, vehicle 
impact, fire, manmade or natural causes. The failure of a 
member in the primary load resisting system, leads to 
redistribution of forces to the adjoining members and if 
redistributed load exceeds member capacity it fails. This 
process continues in the structure and eventually the building 
collapses. For present study the construction of structure on 
hilly region for analysis of progressive collapse potential of 
G+5, G+10 and G+15 concrete framed building assessed on 
sloping ground. When analyzing the structure on sloping 
ground the angles taken 0º, 20º, 30º for G+5, G+10 and G+15 
building. Progressive collapse RCC structure G+5, G+10 and 
G+15 building is analyzes using the General Service 
Administration (GSA-2016) guidelines. To use Linear statics 
analysis method as per GSA (2016) guidelines for the axial 
force, bending moment, shear force, joint displacement of 
member and also to check on the basis of ETABS G+5, G+10 
and G+15 building software and then also checked 
performance for Demand Capacity Ratio as per GSA (2016) 
guidelines. 

Key Words:  Progressive Collapse, RCC frame structure, 
sloping ground, Linear Static Analysis, GSA 2016, ETABS  

 1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Progressive collapse 

Progressive collapse is a term now a days used worldwide. 
Progressive collapse phenomenon is initiated by the failure 
of one or more load carrying members. At the time of failure, 
to transfer excessive load, structural elements structure will 
seek alternate load paths. Sometimes structure may not be 
designed to resist additional loadings. Failure of overloaded 
structural elements will cause further redistribution of 
loading; this process will continue till the equilibrium is 
reached. When elements may reach equilibrium already a 

large part of structure has already collapsed. The resulting 
overall damage may be disproportionate to the damage in 
the local region near the lost member. The hilly areas have 
marked effect on the buildings in terms of style, material and 
method of construction leading to popularity of multi-storied 
structures in hilly regions. Capacity assessment of the 
structural progressive collapse and progressive collapse 
design are based on structural progressive collapse analysis, 
analysis methods include linear static, nonlinear static, linear 
dynamic and nonlinear dynamic. The American Society of 
Civil Engineering (ASCE, 2005) is the only mainstream 
standard which addresses the issue of progressive collapse 
in some detail. The guidelines for progressive collapse 
resistant design are noticeable in US Government 
documents, General Service Administration (GSA, 2003) and 
Unified Facility Criteria (UFC, 2009). The GSA guidelines 
have provided a methodology to diminish the progressive 
collapse potential in structures based on Alternate Path 
Method (APM). It defines scenarios in which one of the 
building’s columns is removed and the damaged structure is 
analyzed to study the system responses. With the current 
scenario of increasing reasons for disaster like situation at 
industrial or residential workplace. The main objective of 
this study is to implement GSA guidelines for RCC structure 
in three dimensional, which are designed according to Indian 
standard codes to assess the vulnerability behavior. The 
procedure has been carried out is Linear Static according to 
the guidelines, and analyzed by using by finite element 
software Etabs. All the structures should be analyzed before 
the construction since there are many possibilities of failure. 
But what if the structure supposed to be constructed on hill 
like in northern and north eastern states of India. Since the 
slope varies there are many possibilities that during an 
earthquake, structure would collapse down from a hill. To 
make the structure which maintain its own stability under 
steep slope under earthquake.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Vinod Kumar, H.S.Vidyadhar [1] The buildings resting on hill 
areas have to be configured differently from flat ground. Hill 
buildings are different from those in plains; they are very 
irregular and unsymmetrical in horizontal and vertical 
planes, and torsionally coupled & hence susceptible to sever 
damage when affected by earthquake. The floors of such 
buildings have step back towards the hill slope and at the 
same time set-back also In this study 3D analytical model of 
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ABSTRACT - Steel is an important construction material and 
plays a very significant role in the developing societies. 
Construction is an industry where steel is used to a greater 
extent, exceeding use of 50% of world’s steel. Steel also offers 
good architectural view and it gives more freedom of design 
for structural engineers. Earthquake can be defined as the 
shaking of the surface of the Earth, resulting from the sudden 
release of energy in the Earth's lithosphere that creates 
seismic waves. 

When the structure is experiencing seismic forces it has been 
observed that the bracing system resist the forces effectively. 
The analysis in the paper shows that the bracing system when 
applied in the steel structures helps in dissipating the seismic 
energies more effectively than the unbraced structures. The 
design of steel structures which falls under seismic active 
zones shall be deigned in such a way that they effectively soak 
the horizontal forces acting on the structures caused due 
seismic activities. The performance of the steel structures can 
be increased by the application of the bracing systems as it 
increases the lateral stiffness and capacity of the structures. 
In this study various eccentrically and concentrically steel 
braced steel structures will be analyzed for seismic analysis 
to find the stability of the structures while seismic vibrations.  

Keywords: Steel, Structures, Earthquake, Bracing System, 
Seismic Excitation, Horizontal Loads.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake is an oscillation which is generated by forces 
beneath the lithosphere, moving through the asthenosphere. 
It can be stated as the vibration which takes place because of 
energy released in asthenosphere. The release of the energy 
is result of the immediate disruption or the demonstrative 
outburst of portion of the crust, or even due to the human 
interventions caused by explosions. This problem has been a 
significant subject of consideration for investigators. 
Eventually many researchers and scholars suggested the use 
of bracing system for the effective resistance of the seismic 
loads.  

During the seismic activities the seismic energy generated is 
found to be effectively soaked up by the bracing system. The 
steel structures which are in the earthquake prone areas 
should be designed such that they can effectively resist the 
horizontal loads. The designs of structures require a good 

amount of balance between strength, ability, and energy 
dissipation. To satisfy these requirements of the steel 
structures different types of structural systems like the OMRF 
(Ordinary Moment Resisting Frames), ordinary Concentric 
Braced Frames and Eccentric Braced Frames are opted in 
these areas. 

 

Figure (a) Showing Eccentrically Braced Frame and 
Figure (b) Concentrically Braced Frame 

1.1 Objectives 

1) To find effective bracing systems to resist the seismic 
loads. 

2)  To study the behaviour of unbraced structures, 
eccentrically braced structures and concentrically 
braced structures along with there comparison. 

3) To evaluate the inter-story drift and base shear 
various frames by performing Equivalent Static 
Analysis in STAAD.Pro V8i 2016.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Federico M. Mazzolani, et al.,2009, Journal of Civil 
Engineering and Management, in their paper they 
mentioned that among the possible systems to retrofit an 
existing structure, bracing systems appear to be simple and 
effective, especially when storey drifts need to be limited. 

Madhusudan G. Kalibhat, et al., 2012, IOSR-JMCE, in their 
paper they concluded that for the retrofitting of the existing 
structures the steel bracings are effective. There is increment 
in the Base shear capacity of the structure while roof 
displacement in the structure decreases when bracing system 
is applied to the structures. There is a significant reduction in 
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Abstract - Over the decades our country has been developed drastically, now we are in this state that we have a lot of well 
contacted roads, commercial building and increasing number of automobiles. As we are advancing with time, the manual car 
parking system in commercial spaces is creating hurdle which is causing wastage of time and some economic losses as well. 
Therefore we need a solution which can overcome these problems. Hence, the Automated Parking Systems are the solution of these 
problems. This system not only saves time and money, it can also earn money by charging for parking spaces. 
 
In this project a parametric study of Automated car parking tower is prepared, subjected to static load (self-weight of structure, 
weight of car, weight of pallet etc.) & Dynamic load (wind load, seismic load)  for different zones of earthquake and wind in INDIA. 
The effects of load & behavior of building will be evaluated on the basis of following parameters –Storey deflection, quantity of 
structural steel. In this work, analysis of work is carried out using STAAD.Pro software. 
 
Key Words:  Staad.Pro, Static load, Dynamic load, storey deflection 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Automated car parking system is typically consists of a vehicle elevator with a parking space either side of the elevator shaft. To 
have an overlook of parking tower, this configuration is repeated over a number of levels. The vehicle elevator rises to one of 
the parking levels of the tower and deposits the vehicles sideways into a parking spot. A vehicle is taken back in a same way. 
System redundancy is an issue with tower system as there is single mechanism to park and retrieve cars. 

An automated parking system (APS) is a mechanical system designed to minimize the area and/or volume required for parking 
cars. Like a multi-level parking garage, an APS provides parking for cars on multiple levels stacked vertically to maximize the 
number of parking spaces while minimizing land usage. The APS, however, uses a mechanical system to transport cars to and 
from parking spaces (rather than the driver) in order to eliminate much of the space wasted in a multi-story parking garage. 
While a multi-story parking garage is similar to multiple parking lots stacked vertically, an APS is more similar to an automated 
storage and retrieval system for cars. 

1.1 literature review: 
 

A Automatic Car Parking System-Prototype: A Review by Prathmesh. K. Bhadane1, Prashant Gosavi2, Ravikumar 
Dongarraje3, SohamGeet4 Mrs. Shalaka.H. Joshi5 [Journal of Automotive Engineering & Technology] [1] Paper states about the 
Unique Characteristics the space for parking 3 motorcar can hold more than 9 motorcar. Flexible managing system, no caretaker 
is required, key pressing function, High safeness, whole investigate device Stable and safe it is simple to manage with the driver 
parking and leaving the vehicle in the system at the ground level. 

It is completely successful when installed in engaged areas which are well established and are suffering with shortage of area 
for parking. Although the building of this system seems to be comfortable, it will be with from knowing without the knowledge of 
materials, chains, sprockets, bearings, and machining operations, kinematic and dynamic mechanisms imagine the period that 
automatic smart parking systems would preserve us. 

Analysis and Strengthening of Soft Storey Building with Equivalent Diagonal Strut at Center under Earthquake and Wind Load 
by Abdul Juned Siddiqui1 , Prabhat Soni1 , Aslam Hussain2 [International Journal of Engineering Research] [2] From this paper it 
is observed that value of moments of earthquake moments is higher than the value of wind load moments. It is also seen that soft 
storey at 4th storey is critical in both direction for all cases of buildings. So it can be concluded that soft storey at fourth floor 
shall be avoided. From above observation it can be concluded that considering all the parameters, 4th storey is critical in all load 
cases. CASE-1 (bare frame without equivalent diagonal struts) is most critical frame between them and CASE-2 (equivalent 
diagonal struts at centre)  is efficient one. Means while providing equivalent diagonal struts at corner will reduces moment, shear 
force, displacement and storey displacement. Equivalent diagonal struts provide better stiffness to the soft storey. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-storey_car_park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parking_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parking_lot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_storage_and_retrieval_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_storage_and_retrieval_system
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tonnes. With resp-ect to the aquaculture production, India is
in the second place after China [4]. Aquaponics is a form of
aquaculture that follows soil less production of plants and
development of fish species. Thus aquaponics is an

integrated and combined form of aquaculture []. It is a

dlnamic interaction between the fish, plant, nitrifring
bacteria and corresponding aquatic environmental factors

[2]. This combined interaction of aquaculture and
hydroponics has the benefit oflow demand ofnutrients. And
low quantity waste output when compared to the slstems
which run as separate systems [6]. Plants need
micronutrients like N, P, K Ca, S, Mg and micronutrients
like Fe, Cl, Mn, Zn, Cu, B and Mo, which are essential for
their grorth [6]. One of the most important macronutrients
required lor plant growth is nitrogen. It is supplied through
fish waste in the form of ammonia (NH3). Though NH3 is

toxic to fish in high concentrations, after oxidizing into
nitrite (NO2-) by nitrifying bacteria (Nitrosomonas) and
re-oxidized bythf,Becond qpe ofnitrifying bacteria known as

Nitrobacter, it is converted into nitrate (NO3) and is easily
absorbed by plants [10]. To decide the right balance and

optimum combinations for a sustainable aquaponic system is

the biggest challenge for researchers. To achieve such

optimization, it needs the basic knowledge and experiences

regarding the factors like types offish, feeding rates, tlpe of
fish food and its composition, protein quantity converted to

Total Ammonia Nitrogen (TAN) along with feeding
ftequency, the design and type ofthe aquaponic system, the
types of cultivated plants, density of plant sowing, and

chemical quality ofthe water during the mineralization rate
offish waste [6]. In recirculating aquaponic s)stems, the fish,
plants and microorganisms stay in a single recirculating
cycle. Therefor, for smooth functioning of the system, it is
important to set the parameter levels oftemperature, pH and

mineral concentrations in water at optimum values. With an

objective to create a stable system for maximum crop and fish
production, and to optimize it, various studies are done [l].
Several methods are implemented for the optimization ofthe
various factors such as pH, temperature, nutrients, dissolved

oxygen (DO), total suspended solids and total nitrogen [9].
Since the introduction of the aquaponic system in the late

1980s, their production was increased in volume. Production

is also increased in species vadety. Now a day more than l0
species are produced in RAS namely turbot, sea bass, salmon

Abstrqcl'. The aquaponic systems arc the combination ofJish and
plant cullurc. These are rccirculalihg systeris v'ith tLio
couponents: htdroponics aad aquaculture. Ih lhese systertr's, ahe

food giw, to Jish is ,netabolized. This netabolized food fulills
the nutrienl rcqubeme of plants. This is achieved by the
recircnlation of water from the oquaculturc con ponent to the
hydroponic compone t afid back to the oquacultute cornponent.
This expeiuent is conducted to test the eflect of rccycling oJ
water i a lorrget pe od on the grob'th of iidescebt sha* qnd

balsarn plafit in the aquaponic syste t. The systern de|eloped is
1.08 nf area ofwotetin aquaponic compoaent and I ar2 for plant
growth, In the hydroponic componett course aggrcgatu of 0,1m
diarnetet was selected lo suppott the planls, Cocofiul husk and
sa d padicle laye6 oJ 0.03rn and 0.06rn are used fot lhe grcwth
qhd dereloprne ofnitifling bacte a. An average quantiry of I
kg of balsau plant leaves was produced ih 60 dst$ of plaht
gtob'th.It has beenfound thot balsam plant snd iridescent Ehsrk
species in this slstem has a lastet and bettq grcwth coupsred lo
the conwntionol gtowlh, The itatet used in the syslern is
completely rcplaced once in thrce rnonths ofler 45 days. Also, il
wds rccirculdted ohce ih 3 days durihg expefirnentation. The DO
level ofJish tankwaterwas dropped below 2 ppu durilg the spa
oflwo successive recirculations. No direcl sunlight was available

for the planls and no olhet a iJicial light source was used in
cloudy and humid almospheric corrditions. The experiment also
tested the success ofthe aquapohic system in adverse co diliohs
like urawilability offresh water fot rcplacen enr, poor $ufilighl
and n iniuutfi DO condition Tlre corlbitalion of balsau and
ifidescent shatk ptoved lo be suitsble for the aqaaponic systen
utder such qdee$e conditions.

Index Termsz Aquaponic, biofiheL T-4N, DO' Nitrates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aquaponic, from the last few decades, has become the fastest
growing mechanism for integrated plant and fish production

slstemfi4]. There were 54.8 million people working in the
fish production sector in the year of20l0. Aquaculture and

fisheries developed income source and food for them. ln the
world, Asia has more than 87 percent ofthe fish farmers and
China has nearly l4 million people (26 percent ofthe world
total) as fishers and fish farmers. The percentage in Africa is

more than 7 percent, with Latin America and the Caribbean

contribute 3.6 percent [14]. In the year 1950-51, India
produced 0.75 million tonnes of aquacuJ4re and fisheries

production. In the year 2013-14, it incr&fei.lo 9.6 million(9--
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Abstract: An aquaponic $Ntem is s recirculating aquacultlrc
sys!:n (RAS) that incorporate the production o! ptaits without
soil 

--Thle q$tems raite large quoltities ol frsh in rclativelf
small wlurles of warq by treating ,he x,ater to temore wos;e
producls. System reu$es the watet norrt tirrres ior the prod ction
of plonts. The systern has two cofiporrents: hydroponics and
oquacalturc in which i, conwrts ,he food as excrela ol fie rtsh.
The escreta dksoh'ed in waret lulrt the nutrien, reqaiten;fi of
planls. Thc erperirrrent is condacted ,o test lhe iunival an1
growth ofthe iridescent shark and balsom plants in an aquaponic
system. A pilot aquaponic slstefi is developed to examini such
possibility and $ustai,rabitity ,t'ith I.0t ,n3 area of water in
aquaponic con ponent and L12 lot plant gro$,tlr- The
hydroponic componen, is used as a plarrt bio-Jitter. Ih lhe
htdropot ic corrrponent, lhe coarse aggrcgale oJ 0.01h, i$ selecred
to support ,he planrs. Cocorrut husk and sand pafiicle layers of
0.03m 

.arrd 0.06m are used tot the gruwth and developmenr if
nirfifiing baclerio. The aim of the e\pefiDtent is ti test thi
success of the aquapotic system i4 adee$e conditions like the
unavoilobility of lresh *qter ior replacerrrent, poor sunliglrt,
draslic ternperuture rariatiorrs, and minimum D.O, condition
The system is exomhed with only 25% ofwater replaceneat after
45 days atd pithout mainterrance of the bioJiltet. The
rccirculation period of b'ater is vaied lot eeery 20 doys of lhe
span, The iupaa oa enyirontiental factots like D.O., Ammonia,
Nitrogen, Nilrates, TDS, aad pH ate studied ii experi ental
intestigaliorrs. The growth of Jish is steady, and no death is
obsened duing the ctperirrrenlation. The ocpcriue tal
inwstigorion proees lho, waler can successfully be ricirculoled
ond rcused lor the gtowth o! iridescenl shork ond balsqu plants
wilh a minimum rcplacement ofwaterlor once in 70 days

hrdea Tcr s: Aquoponics, ANovA,recirculation,TAN.

I. INTRODUCTION
India has a coastlins of 7,517 km and offers a huge

potential for aquaculture development. The country has an
extensive river and canal system which consists of 14 major,
44 medium and numerous small rivers along with the
sEeams. Pond and tanl resources are estimated at 2.36
million ha!1. The 73% ofrhe Indian Sunderbans population
is directly or indirectly depends on aquacultue [2]. The
river Canga flows through the Bay of Bengal and formed
the Indian Sunderban Mangrove ecosystem. It is the
UNESCO World Heritage site and spans an area of 9630 sq.
km comprising 56 islands [2]. It is mentioned by World
bank that 16% of animal protein is consumed globally and
this hunger will go up with per capita rise [3].
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India ranks second with 4.2 million out of66 million tonnes
of global fish production [4]. It is evident that the need of
sustainable food production is constantly expanding in India
and hence a cost effective food production technology like
aquaponics need to be adopted. An aquaponic system
combines aquaculture and hydroponics is a recirculating
production techdque and a promising solution to the
emerging problems of limiting rvater source ad the
consequent effects [5],[6]. lt,s an integrated system of
aquaculture and plant production [7]. A systematic and
dlmamic interaction of fish, nitrifting bacteria and plant
takes place in aquaponic systems [8]. It minimizes the need
of micronutrients and macronutrients needed for the growth
of plants [8]. The basic principal behind a successful
aquaponic system is the nutrient rich water with enough
dissolved oxygen for fish health and the cost eflective water
quality maintanance [0], [6]. Several experimetrtal methods
were carried out to optimize the Ap systems for sustainable
fish and crop production [7]. Three most common methods
are nutrient film method (NFT), media based method and
deep water culture (DWC) method [13].

A. Effect of ammonia in aquaponic syslem.

The mechanism of aquaponic system is to recycle the
nutrient rich effluent generated from an aquaculture unit in
the hydroponic unit where, the essential nutrients are taken
up by the plants for the gro*th. By absorbing the nutrients,
plants prevent their accumulation by acting as a natural
biofilter and extending the use of water retuming to
aquaculture unit ! 1]. Nitrogen is one of the major nutrient
required for plant growth and living organisms because it is
a component of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic
acid (RNA), amino acids and proteins. The fish feed in
aquaponic system is the major source of nitrogen which is
excreted by fish in the form of ammonia nikogen [12].
Ammonia (NH3) is produced by fish in the liver and
excreted into the water by gills, which consists of two
components NH3 and NH4+ [l3]. They are called as total
ammonia nitrogen (TAN) in aquaculture. Being very sotuble
in water and can diffuse easily in cell membranes, it is
converted to NH4+ in cell membranes at lower pH [14].
NH3 is toxic to fish when high in concentrations, but it is
oxidized by nitrirying bacteria (Nihosomonas) into nitrite
(NO2-) and again into nitrate (NO3) by a second qpe of
bacteri ter) which can be easily absorbed bya4Nitrobac
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ABSTRACT

In today's uorld as the size arul conplcxities of lhe tlocuments are irctcasing it becomes aen diJficuh to extract the importa t
points from the muhiple documents it a gixen stipulated time. Natural language Processing ( NLP ) is playing a uital role in
this, wherc it extracts the importdtul featurt lronr. aach. ol tlte setLtetu@s dtuil the\- are framed together to )ield best sen.antic data. This
.esearch article mainll crntcentratcs on iekling thc semo"ntir presentatior slidcs lor the gixen input o{ muhiple documcnts of type

pdl, tert and MSuord. Some nr.ethodologies are existed to conce trate on yiek)ing automatic PouerPoint ptesentation files bosed

on the gioen input of documents. Most of tho research technique do sufJer {rom the matter of precision of the obtaiaed slidos. S o tiis
research article throuss some ligli on automatic pou)er point presenmlion gererction technique bv c*tractitug some NLP feotures and
then by using Random lorust technique model prouides accurate desired slides.

KEYWORDS: NLP, Fe@turc Exttaction , Ranilom Fotest, PPT geoeration
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I.INTRODUCTION
PowerPoint was developed by a start-up in 1983 for the

Macintosh Platform as an addition to the Graphical user
interface. lt was an immense success. such that it has the
majority of the worlds market share for a presentation
software.

The reason of PowerPoint popularity is attribut€d to the
fact that it is very easy to present as a very powerful visual aid
that can have a captivating impact. This can leave a Iasting
impression on the viewer and conveys the information very
efficiently. Due to this fact, the Automatic Generation ofa

for businesses and academicians to help get their point across

efficiently and with maximum impact.
Feature extmction refers to the practice of isolating

certain data elements from a collection with similar features. lt
is quite an ess€ntial aspect of Machine Leaming that is to
segregate useful data and useless data. this allows the Data
Scienlists to work a lot more e{Iciently with only relevant
data that is being isolated. The features herc refer to the
important aspec[s related to the data that is being segregated.

These points are the features that are essential for the
particular problem at hand.

Feature extraction is the most basic and the core pan ofa
machine learnins interface lhe&deals wilh a Iol ofdata and has

to undersmnd rh"e relevlftc of the data elements to solve the

panicular problem at hut[b. algorithm is basically trained
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vision Based Drowsiness Detector for Rear Driving conditions
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I. ls{.rRoDUCIoN

l)rir'r: drorvs,ncss Cctection iri s car safcty l:.:irnolog! which
p.'.?,'r,::i a.-. i.l,,nt:, u hcn th.'driver ir gcr,ir-.,i,.,r\ sy.'/arious
,l,rdr,r. hJ\. \ut,r..ilcll that arounC 20", r't : .: .olJ lr..iCcnts
rrc liriiguc-:elulcd, up to 50ozi, on certairi |or. -i ,. Drivcr tnigue
;s r r i.:nifi,'ant llr'.c,r ir a larqc ntn,bcr ol r;Licle acgiCents.
ll.,-'ci'ut staristicr aclimelc that a;lnually :.200 dcaths and
'/{i.0C0 rrijLirics can bc altribuled to fatiquc'j1:lared crashes.
I'hc l!!c!r.Drxc,rt of ticl: r rologi.:s fi.)r d3te.1ir::, r)r F,rc',.cqting
rlrtrrysircr;s lt the wileol is a ,najor ,:haiicr::;,: ,n rhc rield of
accid;itt avoid,,n,,:e sysisrn.i. Bgcause cf rhc hazard thar
tl:vclopecl ior counteracting it: af:tct. Iln\Jr innl:cnti()t:
rnight ic ih: rc;ult ola lack ol alc:r'rness ulrlrr drivirrg drre to
tirivur drcrrrsiress and dislracti,ln. Drivcr trisllaction ocL:urs
wllcn u,) cblaci or (\,erit draws i! persolt's ltJltion awiry liolr
iir.'dliving ta.k. Llliike driver (liilraction. irn:r drrlrsiness
i.tro1,..s no triggcring r.;er,t brl. inslead. rr ch:.ractcrized by
:: r)iollrcrsive rvitltd:aw.rl cf ilttcolion li,.,i:t rhc ro.ld and
ti,rifi': de:.lar:d.. i)cth rlri',,tr Jrorvsin-s-- , inrl distraction.
iro\\ 6 

' 
u! . nigltl lli !e tl.r sam. elii.rls. i.e., r.--crl'aserj clrir i,:,.:

p:rionn:rr,c,:, io:tgir relction timt'. lnd a:', iircreased risk of
cr::t'iav,ri.cr:rcnt. l}';cd orr Acquisirit,,: ,.:l'r:dco liom the
(:lrncrir llr: t i: irr lront t,frirrr,,r I'\ir['nn r(i:i-:itrte pro.essinS
ol ;n in.:orrrir., r iJlo strclnr irr or cicr lo ir,cr.rlrc drivcr's ler el
oflltilluu ii lhc drowsir,e,"s-is ! 

"timatsd 
thcr, iirc outpr.rt I scnd

lo thc alalm svslcr:r end alarm is actiratccl.

around the world. Tbis shows that in the transportation
industry especially, where a driver ofa heavy vehicli is oflen
exposed to hours ofmonotonous driving which causes fatigue
without hequent rest period. Driver inatlention is one oflhe
main causes oftralfic accidents. There are lots ofapproaches
and among thcm computer vision has the potential of
monitoring the person behind the wheel without interferins
with his driving. The computer vision system for drivin[
monitoring uses face location and tracking as the firsi
processing stage. ln the next stage the different facial featurus
are extracted and tracked for nronitoring the drivcr,s
vigilance. Under this project we will develop a system thar
can monitor the alertness ofdrivers in order to prevcnt people
from falling asleep at thc \yheel System crcatively reduccs
accidents due to driyers' fatiguc by focusing on treatinl3 rhc
driver latcr than fatigue has becn detect to achieve decline in
accident.

Drowsiness Detccrion System has been devclop:d.
using a machine vision based concepts. The system [2] us'es

a small canrera that points directly towards rhe driver's facc
an<l monitors the drivcr's eyes in ordcr to detect fatigue or
drcwsiness. In a case if fatigue is detected. a warning slgnli
or alarm signal is issued to alerr the driver to wake up anr'!
oome out of tbe Crowsy stats First of all, the systctn deiecrii
lhc tacr and then thc cyes, and then dcterm;nes wtrcrher th,'
eyes are cpen or closed. The system deals lvrth usiirg
irrformatio:r obtained for 1hg b.nlry vcrsion of tlle irnage t()
find the edges ofthc face, v/Uich narrows thc irer of whac
thc evus nay cx;st. Cnce lhe eyes ere localcJ, mcasrrlin3 thr
distances bctwcen thc intensity changes in tlic eye ai.ll
delerminc whethcl the ey'es are open or closed. lfthe er,es arc
found closcd fur 5 ol more consccutive tiarnes. then the
svst,-'m finds ths inactivcness ofthe dri'.,er and concludcs thlrt
thl (lriver is falling asleep and issues a rvaming signal cr

l:crcr.rte dn(l ularm signal to u.rlr., hrm up.
Studics shou, that around onc qutrier of all scriuus

ruotorway i:rccidents is attributablc to sleepy drivcrs in nced

ofa lest, meaning that drowsiness causes more road accirler-ts
than drink-driving. Dliver fatiguc is a significant factor ii, rl

large uumber of vehiclc accidcnts. The dev,Jlopin3nt of
technololties fbr detecting drowsiness at the rvheel is a r)ri,jo;'
challenge iu the ticld ofaccident avcidance systcrns. Becaur;e
of the hazard that drowsiness presL:nts on thc road, rnelhoCs
need to bc developed for counteracting its affects. 

-[he ilin] c,l'

this is k) develop a drorvsiness detection syriten by
monitoring the eyes and mouth; it is belicved that th,:
synrptoms ofdriver fatigue can be detected ear-ly enough tc,

avoiC a car accident. Detection of fatiguc involves the
observation of eye movements, blinl patterns and niouth
opening for yawning. ilhe analysis offace imagcs is a popular
rescarch area with applications such as face rccognition. md
hurrun identilicatiou security sysrcms. Paper l3] is focuscd

on thc localization ofthc (tgllw!rich involles lookirrg t t *ic
crtirc imaBc of tlrc dyc. {'@&rnining lhc l)osilion ot lh!

lrllo\vs

Prcvcntic
acciderrts

dro,vsin
ot'th3 s

Thc u] is t(, dcsig:r an Accident
rts ln pr',,lvcirting or avoiding

rscd to irccidents due lo
crs. DliJc; fatigue is c.l€

Crivcl i;

r,: I

lbr dr:irli'j, road ac.idcnts
Dr. Suhas S. Khor
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Abstroct- The objectiye of this prqect is to design an
Accident Prevention System which supports in prevent-ing or
avoiding accidents. The driver is more disposei to accidJnts
due to drowsiness and the dislurbing intruders. Driver fatigue
is one of the supreme common reasons lbr deadly rJad
accidents around the world. This shorvs that in the
transportation industry cspecially, wherc a driver of a hcavy
vehicle is often cxposed to hours of ;nc::otonous driving
which causcs f3tigue without frequenl resi period. Drivei
inrftenrion is one of the rnain carses of laffic accidr:nts.
iJnder this project rve will develop a system u,3ing python and
Macliine leaming that can monitor the irlen:rcss ofdnvcrs in
order to prevent people from falling aslecp at the wheel
Syste!n crcatively rcduccs accidexts due to drivcrs' latigue by
ii..rcr:i:ing on trcating thc driycr latcr than iatigue has bccn
det('cl lo achievc dcclrnc in accidcnr
Kgtrords: lmage processing, rnachine lcanring, drowsiness,
lre-Prrressing
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Shear Strengthening of Existing Bridge Structure
using Carbon Textile-Reinforced Mortar

Abstocl-fie carbon textile-rcinforced mortar is more
elfective rod innor'ative technique to improve the shear strength
of reinforced concrete componcnl has been inv€stigatcd. l'he
study comprises with the comp.rative ststcment of properties of
(RT reinforccd concrete with conlentional concrete bascd on
experime[ts perform€d in the laborator]. Ihis resesrch includes
of large-scale beam testing on shear response of reinforced
concrete beams strengthened with textile-reinforced mo ar and
to be compered with the same sized conlentional berms. This
r€sear.h rlso proposed stud! on the strength of the NI50 grrdc
rcinforced coIcrete cubes strengthened with carbonized textile
fiber sbects.'l_hc cubes and beams hate been subjected to 7, l,l
and 2E days of curing and lhe results for compression tcsts arc
noted. lt rras found thrl the cubes subiected lo 28 da!-s ofcuring
period showcd effective increasc in stronglh gain lhan the
convcntional cubes. Results of the be{m tcsting demonstrated
that lhe shcsr strcngth gain caused by strcngthening was in the
rrnge of 5l%o to l00o% depending on thc tmount of internal
sliarups and number of tertile-reinforced mortar laler!i.

Kelvords: Catbon Tedile Fibe6, M50 Concrcte, Sheor
slrcngth analysis, cu ing

I. INTRODUCTION

The carbon texlile sheet are used to increase the shear
resistance of reinforced concrete members is investigated in
this study. TRM may be considered as an alternative to fiber
reinforced polymers (FRP), providing solutions to many of
the problems associated with application of the latter without
compromising much the performance of strengthened
members. Based on the experiment, we can say that textile-
mortar jacketing makes it better in shear resistance; the shear
strenglh increases with the number of increasing layer. The
layers applied are sufficient to transform shear failure to
flexural failure. The CTRM layer is a combination of an
anticorrosion carbon fiber reinforced polymer fabric and an
efficient mortar.

Related studies on textile reinforced concrete used for the
strengthening and repair of RC beams, notably in relation to
shear strengthening, are even less. Thc use of carbon textile
fiber as external (EB) reinforcement in shear
strengthening become very popular since

last two d hening technique has a

few disadv se ofepoxy resins, high

Dr. Santosh K Palil
Professor Department of Civil Engineering,

Kj College ofEngineering &; Management Research,
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cost, also shows poor pcrlbrmance at high temperatures, can't
be applied on wet surfaces.
ln an attempt to overcome the problems arising from the use
of epoxies, researchers have introduced a novel composite
material, namely textile-reinforced mortar (TRM), which
combines advanced fibers in form of textiles (with open-
mesh configuration) matricas, such as cement-based
mortars. Over the last decade it has been reponed in the
literature that TRM is a very promising alternative to the FRP
retrofining solution. TRM has been used for the
strengthening of RC members and, as well as for the seismic
retrofitting of masonry-infilled RC liames common. lt is
clear that the existing literature does not cover adequately the
subject of experimental application of the strengthening
system CTRC when used in shear strengthening of concrete
members. This paper presents the systematic study on the
effectiveness of CTRC sheets in shear strengthening of RC
beams. The investigations address additional parameters
including the number of layers and the strengthening
configuration.
Details are provided in thc following sections.

2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The project aims to investigate shear response ofRC
beams strengthened in shear with TRM and through the
conclusions of provide recommendations for future studies in
the field.

The overall objective of the current study is to investigate
the shear response of RC beams strengthened in shear with
TRM. The detailed objectives are listed herein:

. To study the physical propenies ofTRM5 by conducting
durability tests on M50 Crade TRM concrete cubes

. Examine the viability ofusing TRM strengthening system
to improve the shear response of RC beams

. Demonstrate the application of TRM for the
strengthening of existing bridge structures.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

Various authors presenled studies on bond characterislics
between TRM and concretc Previous studies on shear

strengthening of RC beams with TRM are then summarized.
Based on the literature review, test variables affecting shear

strength of RC beams strengthened with TRM are identified
and discussed.
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ln this paper, the strengthening method and the experimental
results obtained by applying a thin layer of textile-reinforced
mortar technique to improve the shear response of reinforced
concrete beams has been investigated.
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Abstmct: In e-cotrnrerce or retail business, it is very imponant to predict the requiremenls ofthe customers lo
improve the business. The easiest and quickest solution for this is to analyze the current iarket tend to fulfill
the customer's requirements, Most ofthe time these tewls are keep changing due to pro.luct quality, entry of
the new products, endorsements, promotioral eve s, freebies, advertisements ond many more reasons. This
literally makes impossible to predict the requirements, so one strong and effective method for this is frequent
item mininq, Apriori is one of the most popular among these frequent item mining olgorithms. Because of its
horizontal panem mining it creates more space compLetities. So this poper qnaDses some ofthe past works on

frequent item mining and try to evaLuate lesser time ond space complexity solution.

Keywords: Frequent ltemset Mining, Apriori Algorithm, Eclat Algorithm.

Ever since the advent of humans on this p,r"",l*;'illfJ#fiIf,X"ur"t or rno*t"age. At first it was recognizing
the dangers lhar would be fatal for an individual. Such as, predatory animals and birds. They had to recognize the

edible fruits and animals that could be eaten for the survival ofthe species. Human's memory served as the greatest

asset in times like these, which wouid be changed soon enough.
As there was an increase in the amount of information being processed, the humans developed speech and taught

their progeny. Therefore, the knowledge was now proliferated with the help of word of mouth. This practice was

essential for the survival of our species as knowledge has always been supreme. This was lhe case until humaos

were hunter gatherers and required cxtensive knowledge about what was edible and stay away from poisonous

items.
This was extremely difficulr to maintain as thc agricultural age was ushered and humans settled in pucca houses

rather than naural caves and had tools to assist them in farming. This had to be detailed in the form of books. And

books were the primary source ofknowledge and are still in widespread use due to their flexibility and versatility.

This was very instrumental in bringing about the proliferation of knowledge and helped advance the human

species forward.
As the technological advancements have occurred significantly with the introduction ofsilicon as the centerofall
the technological expansion. Silicon can act as a barrier and allow only for certain values of Yoltage or cufient to

be able to ac1 like switches which gave rise to the transistor and revolutionized computing forever. The rise of
electronics also increased our consumption of data

Nowadays, we have such an increasing number of smanphones and computers that generate pembytes of data.

This data is massive in size and it is very difficult to handle that efficiently. Therefore, there have been some

methods that have been designed to manage and extract relevant information from these large sets ofdata. These

large collections of data are called as Big Data very appropriately.
FrJluent itemset mining refers to the mining of data elements in a dataset that are frequent of occur with a

recuning panern. This ii very crirical for the workings of a data mining algorithm. as rhe frequent itemset mining

does noi do anything substantial but it is designed in a way to perform certain tasks related to identifying the

patterns that exist within a particular datasct.

Frequent itemset mining isilso known as association mining because it has the ability to associated patterns wilh

each other and effectively retum the set of items occurring with a certain frequency. lt is one of the most imPortant

pans ofthe market basket analysis. The market basket analysis utilizes the frequent item set mining to understand

the habits of its to a larger degree

The an be really helpful in decoding the various i
greater understanding ofthe buying habits

rems thar are seelringly picked up by
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Absta.[ The reol time clothes Wing haing long waiting
queues lor lrinl rooms is o pmblern loced ol maa! ?lqces and slore.

ln,hi$ stsleit, b! using real tide slsten clorh Processirtg b done

b! data dive approach tthich is worn b! human. To give etocl
look lo skeletoa, b! using heighl, skin color, it storts credtion ol
cloae pcrson which is pior lo real'time simulalion. We use

hatdware se,,sors li*e motioa, lbhr, corneru sensots t'hiah arc
coabolled by usirtg GIII (Gt@phicol Uset Inredace) sofrvare.

Hardwore uses lotesl deprh c@ ero oI Kinec, SensiBg ele cnt

olong l)ntq SDK. Wc ase operatiag slstei, which con

comrntnbalc with lhe user Iriendl! sorNarc h'hich shouu
iranage the conLollers. This ptoposed approach can oJfet good

Gl)I whirh is user fiendt! lo end user aid also lo retailer'

Because ol this usetJiendl! tlslem, il should increase the level ol
morketing more than ctrrent stslefi. ProPosed systefi shoud
ptovide iot oaly good solution Ior dressing bul also can solve lhe

issaes whbh ore related to rclailer and end user.

Ketwords: Deplh lrnage, Kine.t Sensor, Aug,,nenled Realiq,

Unitf SDK, Skelatan

I. INTRODUCTION

tn stores usually it mkes more time to change the clothes

or trying clothes. ln online shopping, we cannot try clothes

ln proposed system we will try to upgrade use of cloth in less

time [8]. For this approach we are going to create an

environment which should be the effective room and which

should be vinual []. For this system main issue should

occurs regarding to adjustment according to model of cloth

with their ideal situation, plate. turning, spinning and

ordering [2]. The most important thing of this problem is

re.oving user and their body parts [4]. ln literature' for

detection of parts of user body, skeletal tracking and pose

approximation there were many ways proposed For online

siropping users, by using web camera it is going to be simple'

io male platform independent approach and portable

approach we should implement this by using OpenCV [5]

Our approach is as follows:
o By using depth and uscr label data, by vidco streanl

user should be extracted

o According to the skeletal tmcker. Positioning of the

2D cloth models.

. From the sensor distance should be scaled b€tween

bodyjoints and user.

. To preYent blockage of body parts which is

unnecessary skin color detection is used'

o On user slratified ofthe model

For checking the practical performance according to us€r

interface a simple application should be designed. The

inlerface permits the user to settle on a dress by suggests rhat

of hand movements. An exreme way of interacting with

machines is action recognition using the Kinect technology.

For human body, by using Kinect by Microsoft, analyzation

of depth mapping and skeletal joint information is done and

also we should recover three dimensional information scenes

[9]. According to that we can detect position of hurnan body

such as stand. walk. seat, wave etc. Kinect has large no of
applicalion areas related with computer, medical, electronics,

robotics and many other. By using own body movernents,

people can play games. ln medical purposes, by using Kinect

remote location doctor can operate patient. To interact with

human's. Kinect is used applications relaled to lhe software

and medicines. Using Kinecl is greal thing in computer vision

The computer vision is based on Human Computer

lnteraction i.e. HCl. The Kinect sensor senses the

environment and produces depth map for it. By using thc

mean shift algorithm, the human body is tracked using

skeletal tracking. ln skeletal tracking' 24 joints of human

body should be idenrified by using Kinect sensor' Kinecl find

out the action by the human body and gestures according to

3D joint information, [3] afier that according to the input

given to machine, machine should replies.

A. KINECT SENSOR:
Kinect Sensor is manufactured by Microsoft ln Kinect

Sensor, depth sensor, four-microphone array and a color

camera were present, The dePth sensor includes lR (lnfrared)

senor. [R Camera is a monochrome sensor which is present in

lR sensor. IR camera is usually related wirh idea regarding to

structured lights. lR laser moved from broadcast grating and

tumed into IR dots set is known as IR projector' Projector'

Camera and Dot pattem regarding with lR have a known

respective geometry. Dot in the image and dot in the projector

patiern become same at that time it should be represented in

three dimensions.
Depth map for lR should be crealed by using the Kinect

""n.or. 
Th" darker pixel is near camera point because depth

values should b€ encoded with gray values li there 
'ue 

no

depth values present, at that time it should consider than point

is too near or too long to be calculated and no representatlon

can be made.
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Abstrect
In the storage services ofthe cloud, users can be store data on the cloud and perform exchange ofdata with others. Cloud uploaded
files contains sensitive information. At the time offile sharing, may realizing the sensitive information of files hide, but thii shared
file cannot be used by others. The problem is to how to perform data sharing with thc sensitive information. For solving such
problem, propose a Revocation algorithm to avoid the use ofa sensitive file from unauthorized users. Firsl in the system, by using
sanitizer the data blocks are sanitizes and the binded the data blocks and at the end of sanitized data blocks after that sends this
sanitized file by sanitizer and its corresponding signatue lo the cloud. The integrity of sanitized files is verified by using these
signatures during the integrity audit phase. TPA lhen verifies the integrity ofthe sanitized file. This way, our proposed s)rstem
provides security to sharing data.
Kepyords: Cloud Storage, sensitive information hiding, Revocation Algorithm and Data integrity auditing

1. Introduction

In explosives growth of t}te dat4 it is a huge burden on users to store all data on the cloud. However, ifdata is storing on the cloud,
it will be damaged or lost as a result of software, hardware failure, and human error in the cloud. We will continue to propose
many remote data integrity audit scheme, for the cloud correctly can save dat4 to verify whether or not. Generate fist to the needs
ofthe owner ofthe data on the private cloud ofthe file before uploading. These signatues audit the health ofthe phase ofthe data
block with a sense of the cloud of the density. Then, the owner of the data is a signature work within the data block. The
accumulated data in cloud will include large number of users. but this does not apply to cloud storage applications. The cloud
storage has a very important feature called data sharing. The data stored on cloud may contain some sensitive information It].

Cloud computing helps companies improve the creation and delivery of IT solutions. Clouds can be divided into three categories
Public, private and hybrid cloud depeods on accessibility reskictions and deployment models. Many cloud storage audit protocols
have been proposed to develop technologies. To reducing the computational load on the client, TPA (Third-Party Audilor) [1] [2]
[3] [4], has been introduced, it helps to clieot to poiodically checks the integrity of data on the cloud. All the existing protocols
is focused on the cloud failure or fraud procedure for dealing with client private key disclosure for security weakness and security
cloud storage audit is a very important issue for clients. This process includes downloading the entte data from cloud storage,
creating a new authentication systern, and re-uploading all the data on cloud [3].

Another important issue in cloud storage auditing is the recent review of key is-sues. The problem itself is not self-evident in
nature. When a client's private key for the stoage auditing is exposed to the cloud, the cloud can easily hide data loss incidents to
maintain its reputation [4]. For solving this problem, here propose a Revocation algorithm to avoid the use ofa sensitive file from
unauthorized users. First, in the system [ ], sanitizer sanitizes data blocks and blinded blocks of data blocks, and at the end of
sanitized data blocks after that it sends sanitized files by sanitizer and it is correspond to signature on the cloud. The integrity of
sanitized files is verified by using these signatures during the integrity audit phase. TPA then verifies integrity of sanitized file.
This way, our proposed system provides security to sharing data.

Our conhibution: We propose a Revocation algorithm to avoid the use ofsensitive files from unauthorized users. This allows the
owner at any tims to directly revoke any user from cloud servers and to distinguish unauthorized users, because the security model
ofthe cloud service allows you to share data and protect the data oftrusted users. User cancellation is the most difiicult, clouds in
which a single user revocation affects other users who share a common altribute space.

As a result, we are reducing the cost ofdata sharing services provided by cloud computing. Mobile cloud computing is a mobile
smart tenninal used fiom anSnvhere, when the cloud ofconvenience, data accessible to the user. The user stores personal data on

the cloud server, and it is easy to share only with authorized customers whq have access to the data. A lot oftraditional systems
provide access control for users ofthe service, a service based on user attributes. Today, the business is usually outsourcing to the
cloud with shared encDipted data for users and, moreover, cloud services are new cloud service partslers to respond to in its
traditional access control system distributed in differert geographical areas. ln addition, the cloud server was completely reliable,
largescale users from different domains did not leak the contents of the data collusion correspondence with these data leaks is

difficult, and 6e user can e scheme for multiple users to access the cloud service. For solving this problem, here design

Revocation acccssing in cloud service.
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Abstfact - This paper is the study of the comparison of
cost, double shear, flexural strength & tensile strength of
bamboo reinforcement with regularly used steel
reinforcement. Recently Global warming is the major issue
on which we want to focus. Generally in construction steel
reinforcement is used but we know that the production of
steel is very harmful for nature. The cost ofsteel is very high
so that the middle class peoples are unable to use steel
reinforcement. The construction industry is mainly
depending on cost of project. The cost of project is mainly
depends upon factors such as labour cost and material cosL
So for reducing the cost of project we can replace the
material such as we can use bamboo as reinforcement.
Bamboo is effective material for construction due to its low
cost, high strength, earthquake resistan! light weight, etc.
By replacing this we can achieve our main objective that cost
effective construction and we can also encourage the use of
natural products by which we reduce the pollution impact on
nature.

By conducting the various tests and analyzing the result we
say that we can use the Bamboo as reinforcement in various
structural elements where load intensity is less such as Roof
slab for security cabin, toilets, car parking etc. and achieve
our obiective.

Key Wordsi Cost effective, Bamboo reinforcement, Double
shear, Flexural srrength, Tensile strength, light weight,
earthquake resistance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In human civilization the construction industry is an integral
part. We know that the cost of any construction project is
mainly depending on financial factors such as cost oflabours
and material [1,6]. We know that concrete is mostly used
construction material which havingdilTerentadvantages Iike
its availability, low cost, fire resistance etc. But it has low
tensile strength. For getting tensile strength we provide steel
reinforcement [2]. For load bearing structures the steel
reinforced concrete is used [10]. Recendy Globalwarmingis
the major issue so the main disadvantage of steel is its
producfion [3]. The cost of steel reinforcement will be

increasing in future and the production will be shortening

[4]. We know that there are many projects which are
working on concept'low cost building' because any person
from middle
that we
envtro n

that we can use the eco friendly Bamboo as a reinforcement
IU, The treated bamboo species shows very good potential
for production of different component parts and it will
successfully used for various structural and non-structural
applications in the construction [7]. According to study
Bamboo is renewable resource which having same
characteristics by high strength to the weight ratio. The
growth of Bamboo is faster [8]. Bamboo is t]e perennial
grass which having various shapes and size according to
contractors requirement [3]. In world the various forest of
bamboo species has been found in tropic and sub-tropic
zones which having latitude of40degree south. The bamboo
forest cultivation is better in the temperature range is from
20 to 30 degree Celsius [B]. Within one day the different
species of bamboo are grow 3Sinches tall. This bamboo
shows some similar properties like steel reinforcement
which is used in construction [9]. The high yielding property
is a main advantage shown by bamboo reinforcement [7].
The different physical and mechanical properties ofbamboo
are varies fro m different species ftom different soils [5]. For
better development bamboo is being processed as

reinforcement by typical barsizes which will be used instead
ofsteel reinforcement [101. Bamboo is very good in tension
having the tensile strength from 50o/o lo 75o/o of that steel
reinforcement [5]. As per study it was found that the
modulus ofelasticity is approximately one third ofmild steel

[6]. The main factor in deciding the life of bamboo is the
moisture content which is depending on height of bamboo,
its location and the seasoning period [5].

Fig -1: Bamboo Sample used as reinforcement

construct the building [1]. For
alternatives. To tackle this
use sustainable material. For
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The construction industry is an integral part ofthe human

civilization. The glory of construction is mainly determined

by the financial factors. The cost of project is mainly depend

on two factors called as labour cost and material cost[2].ln

future the cost of steel reinforcement will be increasing and

also its production will be shorten[5].Now a days there are

many projects are working based on 'low cost building' The

main motive behind the low cost building project is any one

from middle class people can construct the building[2].By
efficient supervision the workforce can be manipulated but

alternatives should be i cr to tackle the market
various researches,price ofthe convent
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.4rJrracr-Reccntly considering the issue ofglobal warming, lack
of resources & other eco-friendly issues lhe use of naturrl
mrterials hrs become sctive in the construction industry. Now a
days Brmboo has been in wide usrge as a vital material for
consaruction duc to its low cost, high strength, neribility, light
weight, etc. As rrell rs concrete is widell used construction
msaeritl and hss abilily to consume industrial wsstes in high
volume. As demand for concrete is iocreasing one of the elfective
wrys to reduce the undesireble eor'ironmentrl imprct of
concrete is by use of !raste and b)'product matc al ss
r€placemenl for rggregale in concrete.

'fhe msin objectivc of this stud!, is to encourage ihe use
of waste producl i.e. copper shg and also senes as a major of
rescue for the massile pollution produced by the steel
prod[ction. The utilizatio0 of bsmboo reinforcemenl & ropper
slsg as replac€menl of ste€l reinforcement & river ssnd is

gaining immense importrnce todry mainly an account of
improvemenl in economic{l xspecl combined 1rith ccological
benefits. ln lhis stud) bamboo strips ere used as reinforcemenl
in a concrcl€ thst is made with supplementa(v cementitious
mrterisl & parti.l .eplacement of copper slag with fine
aggregrtes. The bamboo reinforced concrete berms ore costed
with different stirrup material along leith copper slag rs a

rcplrcement to 5070 of fine aggregatc for )125 Grade of
concrete.

ln this studt there are tarious tests such as Tensile test,
Double shelr and Flexursl tests are conducted on blmboo
rcinforc€d beams along with th€ comprcssion test on concrelc
blocks of l50mm r l50mm r l50mm *ith the vlrious
proportions of replacement of copper sl&g as a finc aggregate.
By tcsl results snd rnrlysis it is fouod that Bamboo crn be used

as an alternrtire for reinforcemenl ss well rs (lopper shg crn be

used as sn alternrtive fine rggregale
Kelwotds- Bomboo, Copper slag. Tensile lesl, Double slreot

test, Flexutultest
I. INTRODUCTION

alternatives have been found to be used in concrete for that
the waste material which is generated in high amount from
treatment plant, production industries, mining etc. can be
used can be used[4].But there is no any proper alternative for
the steel reinforcement. We know that concrete is weak in
tension and strong in compression. For strengthen the
concrete reinforcement is provided [2]. But recently
considering the issue of global warming the main
disadvantage in steel is that its production is one ofthe most
polluting and hazardous and also steel is not economical [8].
To tackle this use of sustainable material must be provided.
For that we suggest the eco-friendly Bamboo for replacement
of steel reinforcement [2]. Bamboo is renewable resource
which has similar characteristics by high strength to weight
ratio and its gro*h is faster [6].Bamboo is perennial grass

which is easily available in various shapes according to
required dimensions [8].The various forest of bamboo has

been found across tropic and sub-tropic zoncs between
latitude of 4odegree south where temperature range is liom
20 to 30 degree Celsius [6].Different species of bamboo are

grow as tall as 35inches within one day. Bamboo shows some
similar properties like steel which is used in
construction[7].Bamboo has also an several advantage of
high yielding[9].As per research the tensile strength specific
weight ratio ofbamboo is 20times more than that ofsteel[10].

Similarly now a days there is lack of River sand and also

lots ofrestrictions on river sand mining and its transportation.
For that it is necessary to find the altemative for river sand. lt
is beneficial to find the by-product so that its cost is less and

also it can be usable. For that the besl option is Copper Slag

[3l.Copper slag is an industrial product obtained during mane

smclting and refining of copper [ 1,4]. By using copper slag in

concrete we can the environmental pollution as well as we

reduce the cost of concrete [3]. Copper slag can possesses the

physical, chemical and mechanical properties fiat can be

used in concrete as a partial replacement for fine aggregate

tll.


